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Abstract:  
“Dark Tourism and the Sorrel-Weed House: How the Representation of America’s Antebellum 
South Is Still a Haunting Today” explores an interdisciplinary approach to dark tourism, tourism 
that links to death, tragedy, and the macabre. Using the Sorrel-Weed House of Savannah, 
Georgia, as a case study, I explore the intersections of dark tourism, misogynoir, and ghost 
theory. I argue that many of the stories told at sites like the Sorrel-Weed House actually and 
actively exploit Black suffering, keeping Black enslaved bodies tethered to dark tourist Southern 
Antebellum locations and preventing us from moving away from white supremacist, patriarchal 
capitalism. Through this analysis, I call for the re-evaluation of how America’s Antebellum 
South is portrayed and a different way to commemorate and respect the history of Black people.  
 
Keywords: Sorrel-Weed House, Dark Tourism, Misogynoir, Ghost Theory, National Identity 
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Introduction 

 A yellow-orange house behind Spanish-moss-

draped trees stands as one of the most infamously 

haunted houses in Savannah, Georgia, or better yet, 

America. In the daylight, the house sticks out like a 

sore thumb with the bright coloring of the outer walls, 

the tall reach of the third-floor balconies, and the 

limestone-and-ash bricks handmade by enslaved 

people surrounding the outside of the building. At 

night, the daunting mansion almost exudes a ghostly 

presence by having electric candles flicker in the 

windows and a dark red light emitting from the 

basement. A feeling of unsettlement racks your body anytime you are close enough to the 

premise. I have personally visited the Sorrel-Weed House three separate times: First, in August 

2018 when I visited the haunted attraction out of pure entertainment; the second and third times, 

December 2019 and March 2022, I came back to learn more about the haunted truths that 

pervade this Southern Antebellum home. My first time visiting the Sorrel-Weed House, I did not 

know that the information and the stories would infiltrate my thoughts leading up to this 

research. I did not know that the highly profited-off of house would connect to a larger narrative 

history, and I never thought I would be interested enough to conduct research on that history. 

 The Sorrel-Weed House is haunted by ghosts, ghosts left behind from America’s tragic 

and racist past. As a site of dark tourism, the Sorrel-Weed House profits the city of Savannah in 

tax revenue by selling haunted stories to the tourists. In doing this, the house reinforces 

Figure 1: The Sorrel-Weed House 
(All photos taken by author) 
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misogynoir, because their main and most profitable attraction is an abused, enslaved Black 

woman ghost. Why is America still profiting off of the bodies of Black women? How is the 

intertwining of dark tourism and profitability with Black bodies any different than when profit 

was made from the physical and mental exploitation of enslavement? By looking at the Sorrel-

Weed House, I will synthesize how dark tourism, misogynoir, and ghost theory all work together 

to explain the 21st-century profitability of Black bodies from the Antebellum South, and I will 

argue that dark tourism is in fact a part of an American’s national identity. Through this analysis 

I will call for a different way to commemorate and respect the history of Black people by re-

evaluating how America’s Antebellum South is portrayed and understanding that the history at 

work now still has very real material effects on Black bodies, haunting everyone who still walks 

about its soil. 

 

Sorrel-Weed House 

 The Sorrel-Weed House was first owned and built by the Sorrel family in the mid to late 

1800s. The man of the house, Francis Sorrel, was a white-passing immigrant who had two wives: 

the first died from illness, and the second was the late wife’s younger sister, Matilda. Both wives 

bore him children. Like most wealthy white families in the Antebellum South, Francis enslaved 

African Americans. According to the narrative offered as part of the tour, Francis was 

particularly fond of one enslaved woman, Molly. He was so enthralled with her that he built her 

a private room in the carriage house—the living quarters of both the enslaved and the horses—so 

that he could have his way with her whenever he pleased without bothering the other forced 

laborers and without alerting his white wife. Molly was raped and sexually assaulted over and 

over again by Francis. As a Black enslaved woman, Molly did not have any body autonomy; she 
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had no autonomy whatsoever. Francis could do what he wanted to her without consent because 

Molly was seen as chattel, non-human.  

The story told at the Sorrel-Weed House haunted tours explains that one day, Francis’s 

wife, Matilda Sorrel, went looking for her enslaved helper and her husband. Matilda checked the 

carriage house, then Molly’s own room to find Molly and Francis in bed together. In a state of 

disbelief and what the papers called lunacy, Matilda jumped off the third-floor balcony of the 

house and landed on her head. Sources say that she died later in the hospital of head injuries and 

was buried in an unmarked grave. Two weeks later, Molly would not come when she was called. 

She was later found in her own room hanged from rafters eight feet up. There was no 

investigation of whether her death was suicide or murder, all because she was enslaved. Though 

there are many more who died untimely deaths on the 

Sorrel-Weed plot of land, Molly’s story continues to 

be the Sorrel-Weed House’s main, and most 

profitable, attraction. It is her carriage house that the 

tourists want to see, the actual area in which Francis 

repeatedly raped and abused this young woman, the 

actual rafters in which Molly hanged herself or was 

hanged.  

 Out of the three times I visited the Sorrel-

Weed House in a span of five years, the narrative told 

at the house has changed drastically, both in terms of 

its content and its delivery. It is obvious that this business is trying to be more responsible in its 

treatment of America’s racist, dark and haunted past. But the question stands: Why are we doing 

Figure 2: Molly's Bedroom and Rafters 
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this work in the 21st century in the first place? Should not America’s racist past already be behind 

us? Places like the Sorrel-Weed House and other dark tourist attractions from the Antebellum 

South, though educational and in recent years doing better, still uphold white supremacist power 

structures and ideologies by obtaining profit from Black bodies and using language and 

narratives that are not truthful.  

 

Dark Tourism 

Dark tourism, dubbed also as “Thanatourism,” is “the study of acts of travel to sites in 

various ways… [that link to] ‘death, suffering, and the seemingly macabre’” (Forsdick 252). The 

Sorrel-Weed House is an exemplar of dark tourism. People come from places around the world 

to experience the morbidly tragic and questionably moral sites and locations of dark tourism. But 

why? Is it inherently immoral to visit and give profit to organizations that illuminate instances 

from America’s dark past? Charles Forsdick summarizes that “for as long as people have been 

able to travel, they have been drawn—purposefully or otherwise—towards sites, attractions or 

events that are linked in one way or another with death, suffering, violence or disaster” (253). 

However, in recent years, with the turn of the 21st century, tourists are wanting to go beyond the 

sight-seeing in tourism, and participate more with sight-involving experiences, “as visual 

perceptions are supplemented with active knowing, feeling, understanding, and even 

remembering” (Forsdick 254). Dark tourism has become a global phenomenon, with many 

countries partaking in the enterprise in hopes of boosting their economy and image (Fonseca). 

This turn from simply looking in tourism—for entertainment and enjoyment—into actively 

wanting to be a part of the tour—more educational and hands-on—reflects the fact that 
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Americans specifically want to be involved in their history. Later on, this essay will explore how 

dark tourism is a facet in how Americans co-create their national identity.  

Highlighting the dark and macabre side of history is not the inherent issue; every culture 

has skeletons under their paved roads. In contrast, it is the narratives told in dark tourism tours 

and the profitability from dark tourism where there seems to be an issue. It is fair to point out 

that there is a decent amount of scholarship that both encourages dark tourism to educate others 

about horrific historical happenings and a call to reshape dark tourism, specifically challenging 

the narratives that are told and the fact that there is profitability involved. In dark tourism 

scholarship, there seems to be a divide between the profitability and marketability investigation 

of such an enterprise (studies done by business and marketing journals) and the historical, 

narrative side of dark tourism (research done by history and sociology journals). It is interesting 

to think about the various kinds and modes of dark tourism when it comes to the ethics of it all: 

one side promoting the capitalist and profitable exploitation of death and tragedy, the other side 

focused on the preservation and emergence of new and forgotten histories and people. The two 

seem to work against one another, yet dark tourism is both at the same time.1 I argue that dark 

tourism does in fact need to be reconsidered, agreeing that the narratives told by tour guides at 

dark tourist locations should be looked at, dissected, and looked at again to make sure the stories 

being told do not uphold previous, and honestly current, power structures, as well as to 

contemplate how and why sites of brutal and traumatizing historical events are being used for 

privatized profit.  

 
1 For more dark tourism scholarship, see: Seaton, A.V. “Guided by the Dark: From Thanatopsis to Thanatourism.” 
International Journal of Heritage Studies, vol. 2, no. 4, 1996, pp. 234–244., doi:10.1080/13527259608722178.; 
Sharpley, Richard, and Philip R. Stone. The Darker Side of Travel: The Theory and Practice of Dark Tourism. 
Channel View Publications, 2009.; or articles from the Journal of Heritage Tourism. 
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Looking at the narratives told at the Sorrel-Weed House, there are two different stories 

being presented. The first is of Molly and her hardships: the life of being an enslaved Black 

woman working for and being sexually abused by the Sorrel family. The second narrative is that 

of the Sorrel family: the white enslavers who were prominent in society and one of the biggest 

family names in Savannah. The way the Sorrel-Weed House portrays the relationships between 

enslaved and enslaver shows how dark tourism and the narratives given at such haunted 

attractions can push a still white agenda. Tiya Miles, in her book Tales from the Haunted South: 

Dark Tourism and Memories of Slavery from the Civil War Era, explores the narratives told at 

the Sorrel-Weed House. She concludes that the story being told is focused on the white owner 

and enslaver, Francis Sorrel, the one who also raped and more-than-likely killed Molly. The 

narrative the house sells is that Francis was a white-passing Black man who pulled himself up by 

the bootstraps to make a living for himself in America, creating the Sorrel-Weed House and 

putting his name out there as a big-shot socialite in Savannah; this story may help ease tourists’ 

discomfort at touring the home of a rapist and enslaver (Miles 37-38). However, the narrative is 

still focused on the oppressor, and in this case, the race does not matter. White patriarchy is still 

holding power over Black bodies: Francis Sorrel’s story is the dominant frame for the attraction, 

making it just as profitable as Molly’s absent one.  

When I visited the Sorrel-Weed House for the second and third times, I took careful notes 

on how the tour guides relayed the story of the house and the tragedies within. As a middle-class 

white woman, I was part of the prime demographic for dark tourist haunted attractions. Out of all 

three of my visits to the house, I only remember seeing white faces in the tourist crowd and 

white faces as my tour guides. During my first visit in 2018, in my white privilege, the whiteness 

around me did not strike me as abnormal. It was not until I looked more into dark tourism where 
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I began to notice the normal racial demographics of basically every Southern haunted attraction 

I’ve been to: white. Why were/are white people—the perpetrators of the evil done in America’s 

Antebellum South—also the ones who want to hear and relive the stories of their ancestors’ 

misdeeds?  

On my first visit to the Sorrel-Weed House, I took no notes because I was going to the 

haunted attraction for amusement and nothing more. In 2020, knowing that I would be using this 

house in my own research, I paid more attention to the narrative given by the tour guide, 

listening carefully to the way he described the main house—where the Sorrels resided—and the 

carriage house—where Molly lived and was murdered. When in the main house, the Sorrel 

family was the dominant frame to the narratives told. The tour guide spoke highly of the Sorrel-

Weed family, specifically noting Francis Sorrel’s accomplishments, and the fact that Moxley 

Sorrel, the son of Francis, was an infamous general in the Confederate Army. The tour proceeded 

downstairs, where many Revolutionary War and Civil War soldiers died—either from a battle 

itself or due to the amputation experiments being held by Francis’s other son, Dr. Frank Sorrel. 

Lastly, the tour made its way to the carriage house, where Molly’s story is finally told. The 

language used to describe Molly’s story was striking. Though the guides stayed away from 

inaccurate terms such as mistress, concubine, or lover, they also avoided describing the harsh 

realities of what really happened to Molly. Rape was not used to describe the position Molly was 

in, and neither abuser nor rapist were used to describe Francis’s relation to Molly. The story of 

the ghost was more of a fill-in-the-blank type of narration: Molly did not have much say in what 

Francis did to her; Molly lived a tragic life and an even more tragic death; Molly either hanged 

herself or was hanged, but there is no way to tell for sure. Though this narration is not false, that 

does not mean that it is inherently true, and there are consequences to be had because of this lack 
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of clarity. But what are the consequences of softening the brutality of tragic situations that Molly 

and other enslaved Black women experienced at dark tourist locations? What are the effects of 

shaded, distorted, and rewritten narratives of enslaved peoples from the white point-of-view? 

What can we learn from Molly’s lived experience? What can we learn from her haunting at the 

Sorrel-Weed House?  

 As it stands, there are no explicit ethics guiding dark tourism as a field. Some scholars 

promote the marketability and educational potential of dark tourism; others rightfully complain 

about the exploitation of the bodies and sites of tragedies. More and more people are wanting to 

participate in dark tourism, and more and more businesses want to exploit that market. In a study 

about ghost walking tours in Savannah, Georgia, Glenn Gentry and Derek Alderman find these 

numbers: “Tourism is an increasingly important component of Savannah’s economy, 

contributing 12.1 million visitors and $1.95 billion in tourism spending in 2011” (51). Newer 

numbers from the 2018 Savannah Tourism Management Plan show that tourism generates over 

27,000 jobs and more than 2.8 billion dollars from tourist visitor spending (“Tourism 

Management”). Even if dark tourist attractions make up only a small portion of those profits (5% 

of $2.8 is still $1.4 million!), these statistics alone should illustrate how dark tourism, 

specifically in the United States, creates enormous profits for both public and private tourism 

enterprises. In a capitalist culture, it is inevitable that most educational opportunities are to be 

profited off of. Again, the profit is not necessarily the inherent issue: It is the fact that the profit 

off of dark tourist sites, specifically haunted attractions that incorporate the Antebellum South, 

continue to enforce a white and male narrative, falling away from the opportunity to educate 

Americans about the ghostly truths and macabre happenings of our past.  
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Additionally, Southern Antebellum dark tourist attractions still profit off of Black bodies, 

or at the bare minimum, profit off of the ghosts and generational traumas of Black peoples. 

Francis and the rest of the Sorrel family have a detailed narrative, full of facts and physical 

documentation to support their lived lives, allowing the tour guides to create a full imagined 

story, because their history was documented. Molly’s story, on the other hand, is almost like 

folklore because there is minimal documentation of her lived experience. The tour guides are 

allowed to take more liberties with Molly’s story because there is nothing to say what of her 

story is fact and what is fiction. Molly’s lack of autonomy, both in life and death, is still what is 

being profited off of in the Antebellum South. Miles, after hearing an EVP2 of Molly’s screams, 

came to this conclusion: 

[The] mechanical echoes of a violent past are, like the phantom Molly herself, 

mere figments and fabrications. They do not capture—nor do they pretend to 

seek—the complexity and emotion of an enslaved woman’s life…. Although 

these tourists are surely not intending to reproduce the troubling assumptions and 

power dynamics of a previous era, they are participating in a for-profit enterprise 

that caricatures a slave girl’s trauma. (italics mine, “Exorcising the Slave 

Mistress”) 

This intersection between profitability and the white power narratives told at such attractions, an 

intersection that cannot be easily divorced in America, continues to oppress Black and other 

people of color in the present. Later on in this essay, we will consider how this intersection could 

be the reason why America’s South is still haunted; why it still tethers Black ghosts to their 

 
2 Electric Voice Phenomenon: voices or sounds heard on static or radio waves that are interpreted as spirit or ghostly 
voices, used mainly by ghost hunters or those in parapsychology.  
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places of oppression; and why we cannot move in the present without reckoning first with our 

past. 

 

Misogynoir 

 America cannot have dark tourism without the exploitation of an Other; in this case, the 

Others are Black bodies. The lack of autonomy, the constant sexual, mental, physical, emotional 

abuse, the double standard of being a woman as a sexual object and a mule as a slave: these are 

commonplace troubles that enslaved Black women constantly faced in the Antebellum South. 

Moya Bailey coined the term misogynoir to describe the oppression felt by Black women due to 

the intersections of their gender and race. Black female bodies, Bailey argues, are hypervisible to 

the public and are usually regarded as consumable, and yet, Black female bodies are invisible to 

the public when they are most in need because of the society’s conditioned lack of regard and 

care towards Black women. Bailey argues that misogynoir has very real and material effects on 

Black women because it upholds a stereotyped and incorrect version of Black women and 

portrays that image to the public, specifically through the circulation of media. The story of 

Molly is laden with misogynoir: the sexual exploitation from her white master; the 

hypervisibility of her haunted ghost story and yet the invisibility of Molly’s actual, lived story; 

the circulation of this specific image of a Black woman for profit. The story of Molly is not one 

of extraordinary circumstances; in fact, Molly’s experience was probably one of the most 

common of Black enslaved girls of the Antebellum South. However, thanks to the diligent work 

of Tiya Miles, we have learned that Molly of the Sorrel-Weed House may not even be a real 

person. Though there is evidence that the Sorrels owned enslaved Black people, there is no 

written document of them ever owning a slave under the name Molly, and there is no record of 
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her hanging and ultimate death (Haunting 25). Instead, Miles hypothesizes that the story of 

Molly began from the workers and owners of the Sorrel-Weed House, after the Sorrel family left 

and the home was becoming a tourist attraction after being bought by a pair of brothers. The 

stories told by the new owners and the construction workers about the haunting presence of the 

house is how Molly’s story came into fruition (Haunted 32-33). 

 Though it is disappointing to know that the great haunting of the Sorrel-Weed House may 

be for the most part a façade—though, that is not to discredit hauntings that do take place in the 

house—Molly’s story is still one that was common to other Black women in the Antebellum 

South. Brenda Stevenson’s article, “What’s Love Got to Do with It? Concubinage and Enslaved 

Women and Girls in the Antebellum South,” shares the multitude of Black enslaved women’s 

stories, specifically pertaining to their sexual lives. She begins her article articulating how 

concubinage and sexual slavery is not new to the world, and that many countries and cultures 

have taken part of this exploitative practice. In the American South, Stevenson argues, white 

masters sexually exploiting Black enslaved women was the norm, even if no one talked about it. 

A study from 1850 shows that eleven percent of enslaved peoples (who were counted, that is) 

were considered “mulatto,” proving the interracial sexual encounters that took place on forced 

labor plantations. Technology from today, like 23andMe, shows the genetic contribution of 

European (white) men within African American family trees: “The genetic contributions of 

European men to the ancestry of African Americans is three times greater than that of European 

women. This means that…enslaved women were often raped by white men and forced to bear 

their children” (Roberts 53). Both studies done then and now prove that white men enslavers 

were raping and sexually abusing the Black women they owned, allowing them no bodily 

autonomy, no autonomy at all.  
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 Which brings us back 

to the fabricated story of 

Molly and her lack of 

autonomy in life and after 

death. Even her imagined 

story is one of submission 

and victimhood. Why 

couldn’t the tour guides make 

Molly a strong woman who 

fought off Francis and built 

up her autonomy in other 

ways? Instead, the story told 

makes Molly seem weak, nonresistant, and accepting of 

her fate when she almost certainly was and did not. However, it is misogynoir that allows 

Molly’s fabricated story to circulate as a real one, a lived experience of an enslaved Black girl 

who was sexually exploited by her master and who killed herself or was killed because of her 

master’s inability to stay sexually pure to his own white wife (who, not incidentally, also meets a 

tragic end). It is misogynoir that allows the power relationship of white enslaver over Black 

women, both in the past and present. There is one inkling of evidence to show that Molly could 

have possibly been a real person3, but there is a copious amount of evidence and records of the 

 
3 From Tales from the Haunted South: “According to the slave schedule in Georgia’s census for the year 1860, 
sixty-seven-year-old Francis Sorrel had in his possession eight slaves at that time. One of these was a twenty-year-
old female designated as ‘mulatto.’ She is not named on the record. Although there is no evidence that the figure 
called Molly actually existed, it is not beyond the realm of possibility that Sorrel, like many other southern 
patriarchs, was involved with a slave woman during his lifetime” (Miles 38-39).  

Figures 3 & 4: Documentation of 
Sorrel Family at Sorrel-Weed 

House 
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Sorrel family, history that also happens to get told while you’re on the ghost tour. Whose 

narrative is really being centered, then? Molly is the ghostly attraction that people come to see to 

get their haunting fix, but the Sorrel-Weed family is the historical, educational part of the tour, 

grounded in evidence and fact and documentation instead of storytelling and folklore. Whose 

story is really being told? Here we are with the hypervisibility of Black women, but also 

seemingly invisible when looking at their desperate needs of being written into the history of 

America. Again, the narrative being told the one being focused on, is white and male. 

Simultaneously, the narratives of Black women are dismissed, leaving a gap or absence in 

America’s history. Stories of Black women are continuously clouded by the dominant white 

male one; at surface level they are there, but shaded and distorted because it is from a white and 

patriarchal point-of-view. 

It is exactly this shaded narrative that we are constantly telling that still gives misogynoir 

its power in today’s world and that still traps Black enslaved female bodies in the South, 

constantly haunting the space. If we were to remember the dark tourist section about narratives: 

language is a powerful and important facet when it comes to telling and retelling stories. 

Stevenson uses words such as concubine4 and plaçage5 to describe the sexually exploitative 

positions that these Black women were in, and she was not and is not the only one to use this 

language to speak about enslaved Black girls in the Antebellum era. At the time Stevenson wrote 

her article, these words were commonly used to describe the situations of Black enslaved women 

 
4 “Concubinage was a special category of slavery. Concubines were chosen for their sexual attraction to their 
masters, and they had rights which were denied other slaves…. A concubine was to become free on the death of her 
master, as long as she had borne a child and, in some instances, had shown signs of pregnancy or had miscarried” 
(Lovejoy 246). 
5 “Plaçage is defined historically as where a white man would basically have a relationship with a free woman of 
color where she would be kept, so that he would provide her with a house and some form of income so that she 
could maintain a lifestyle” (Kaplan-Levenson). 
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and were improvements on troubling and inaccurate terms like mistress. Today, however, these 

definitions do more of a disservice than aid because the words do not give the full breadth of 

these positions and realities. The term concubine insinuates that there was at least some sort of 

autonomy for the woman in the situationship—for Black enslaved women, that is anything but 

the case. These terms may not be the best to use when describing the past in the 21st century, 

mostly because we have new words and phrases that could encompass those definitions and 

situations better. Stevenson argues it is still important for us to understand these definitions and 

the harsh realities connected to them because it helps:  

to define the southern female slave’s emotional and psychological development, 

domestic life, and work routine. It also deepens the connection between her 

experiences and those of other enslaved people across time, place, and culture. 

Opening the door to this aspect of female slave’s sexual experiences exposes her 

ideas about her body as a location of  pleasure, production, and procreation as well 

as a site of exploitation, alienation, loss, and  shame. (Stevenson 102) 

Stevenson’s analysis of understanding the lives of Black enslaved women helps us see Black 

women as people, even with the titles such as concubine, mistress, and chattel. By being aware 

of the position these women were in helps us as white people, dark tourist consumers, and 

Americans see the very real effects of misogynoir, berating and dehumanizing Black bodies and 

their autonomy. Understanding what Black women of the Antebellum South went through helps 

us understand Molly’s position better and why she is tethered to the Sorrel-Weed House, 

constantly infiltrating the place with her ghostly presence that needs to felt and her blood-

curdling screams that need to be heard. 
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Ghost Theory 

To completely understand why Black female bodies are spiritually and locationally stuck 

to America’s South and the consequences that entails, we need to gain a better understanding of 

ghosts. Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination theorizes 

ghosts and hauntings, specifically a haunting as a cultural phenomenon. Gordon argues that 

hauntings can be a sign of an absence of something, whether that absence be the result of being 

forgotten or forcefully silenced. America’s South is haunted in this way because of the absence 

of non-white American narratives—whether those be the stories and voices of Native Americans, 

immigrants, or enslaved Black peoples. The haunting part comes when that absence shines 

through, where it might or might not have been expected, and is forcing us to reckon with it 

(Gordon 102). The United States’ hegemonic narrative is white and male and does not allow for 

other narratives or perspectives to be told for it could mess up the central image of its 

nationalism. As misogynoir makes clear, if the norm is white and male, of course Black female 

voices and needs will be ignored and put to the wayside. Molly haunts the Sorrel-Weed carriage 

house because of the absence of her own story, autonomy, and truths. We are just now noticing 

Molly and her pleas for help, not during the Antebellum period when she, and thousands of other 

Black enslaved women, desperately needed to be heard. It is the absence that our ancestors left—

the gaps in the census that accounted for enslaved peoples—that continue to haunt America’s 

South, and it is our inability to see and understand the absence that makes the hauntings stay. 

What are the consequences to be had in these absences of narratives and lived American lives? 

Molly is tethered to the Sorrel-Weed House because of her exploitation in life and now in 

her death. Molly cannot move onward from her past traumas because the same systems used to 

exploit her in life, still exploit her in death. The past haunts us in the present because those same 
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systems are being used: “[the] oppressed past is neither linear, a point in a sequential procession 

of time, nor an autonomous alternative past. In a sense, it is whatever organized violence has 

repressed and in the process formed into a past, a history, remaining nonetheless alive and 

accessible to encounter” (Gordon 65-66). The same oppressions from America’s haunted past 

still affect us today because trauma and oppression are not linear. We will never know Molly’s 

real—if real at all—story because there are no extant records of the life she lived or the death she 

died. We can imagine her life and death based on the stories we can access in the traces of 

enslaved people’s lives that are visible to us. We can wrestle with the stories we tell about her 

and other enslaved women and men and try to hear their voices. The site she haunts—the Sorrel-

Weed House—will remain haunted as long as the owners, who profit from the house’s haunting, 

and the visitors, who seek only thrills from being in a haunted space, fail to hear the complicated 

story she’s trying to tell. Molly’s absence and the absence of millions of other enslaved Black 

peoples, haunt the United States because their stories still are not being told without the glaze of 

white supremacy and capitalism. Until Black bodies are no longer profited off of, America’s 

South—and the United States more broadly—will continue to be haunted. 

Gordon, in her conclusion, makes the argument that one needs to reckon with these 

hauntings from the past to truly move onward, face our consequences, and understand the 

present. She asserts: “transformation means something distinct from resistance” (Gordon 202). 

Seeing and understanding the past, our histories and absences of histories, is different than 

actively seeing and understanding the past, reconciling with it and doing something about it. 

Perceiving lost people, figures, and stories of our history is important to address the happenings 

of the present. Gordon also makes the point that it is our responsibility to do a something with a 

haunting, even if it is just coming face-to-face with it, simply feeling its presence. It is the act of 
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going beyond our current understanding of what the past is, how we understand our identity and 

being, and pushing those limits of what we know, pushing the limits of the understandable, to 

truly be in the present (Gordon 195). Molly and thousands of others in her same position, need to 

be felt in those spaces of dark tourism. Like Stevenson, Gordon argues that we must understand 

these positions Black women were in to move onward and to live in the present. Finding the 

language to describe those situations is one feat, feeling, accepting, looking into the absences of 

those narratives and taking ownership, is a completely different battle. The continued ignoring 

and dis-remembrance of America’s tragic past with Black women will not sedate us as a country. 

The hauntings will continue to haunt, absences will continue to shine through, until there is total 

and complete recognition of how America’s hegemonic narrative and culture continues to 

oppress and profit off of Black bodies. 

 

National Identity 

In “Exploring the role of dark tourism in the creation of national identity in young 

Americans,” Julie Tinson, Michael Saren, and Bridget Roth argue that dark tourism has become 

an integral part of America’s identity. The authors set up the idea of co-constructing national 

narratives and assert that most narratives about national identity were created through a myth of 

origins (Tinson, et al. 859). For instance, Americans’ myth of origins begins with the date 1776 

or the Revolutionary War with beating the British, because this story was passed down from our 

ancestors, the people in power, to construct this image of a national identity. We’re Americans, 

we beat the British and gained our independence from them! Therefore, we are an independent 

nation and people! Or something along those lines. The conception of American identity, 

culturally, begins with our independence. This is our myth of origins. 
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The article then goes into how dark tourism, and visiting dark tourist sites in America, 

help construct a national identity in younger generations of Americans. Interviewers asked why 

participants went to that specific dark tourist location. Most respondents said they were in it for 

the educational aspect, but all said something along the lines or pertaining to it enhancing their 

American identity. This makes sense, as most of the participants went to Northern dark tourist 

sites where something happened to the United States—like Ground Zero—or where some 

segment of Americans were instrumental to a righteous resolution—like The Holocaust Museum 

in Washington, D.C, or the site of the Battle of Gettysburg—and not to sites commemorating the 

U.S. doing something upon an other. At each of the sites, Americans have the chance to feel like 

the “good guys”—Americans helped stop the Nazis; Americans were attacked but undaunted on 

9/11; Northern Americans were fighting for the Union and against slavery. And just like our 

myth of origins—America defeating the British and fighting for our independence and 

freedom—the participants felt that “good guy” feeling at Northern dark tourist locations. But, as 

Americans, we know that America has a haunted and dark past, history that does not make us the 

“good guys,” and that needs to be a part of the co-constructed national identity, too. Tinson, 

Saren, and Roth even argue that “national identity may be compared to a bricolage, being 

constructed by mixing ‘bits’ and ‘pieces’ from experiences, travels, commodities, fashions or 

appearance” (860). Though there is a common myth of origins that most Americans believe, 

national identity is constructed, over time, by experience, places, and stories. The participants of 

this study visited these sites to be able to create their “good guy” national identity, taking the bits 

and pieces of American history that they want to remember and commemorate. Dark tourist sites 

tied to the Antebellum South, however, don’t offer the same opportunity to see Americans as 

“good guys” since some Americans were enslaving and exploiting others in those spaces. In the 
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past, these dark tourist sites may have elided those ugly truths by calling enslaved people 

“servants” and the victims of sexual abuse “mistresses” or by relying on the kind of fill-in-the-

blank narration I encountered at the Sorrel-Weed House. 

Dark tourism has the ability to highlight the parts, bits and pieces, of our national identity 

that have been purposefully swept under the rug, the absences to the complete American 

narrative. There is this want, in Americans specifically, to belong to the narrative of the tourism, 

not just the experience, and to gain a closer encounter with the history and stories told by dark 

tourism to construct an identity. But there’s a tension: a want to see the bits and pieces of the past 

that have been hidden away from us, history and narratives that have been missing but continue 

to call us and to reckon with them, and at the same time, a fear to reconcile with that haunting of 

our past national identity, an arrogant blindness to the parts of our identity that really make us 

what we are. Why do Tinson, Saren, and Roth focus mainly on Northern dark tourist sites? There 

is no reconciling with a violent and absolute past at sites where the U.S. was the victim. The 

want to feel good in our national identity prohibits us from grappling with the very real history at 

dark tourist sites that affects us in our present. 

Staying away from the truth of our past is not something new for Americans: perhaps 

America would not be in the haunted position that it is in if we reconciled with our past in that 

moment instead of it bleeding into our present and future. In a country where being poor is 

humiliating and being rich is embarrassing, many Americans situate themselves as middle-class, 

whether they are or are not. It is fair to argue, too, that most people who visit dark tourist sites 

are middle-class—they have the extra money to go on haunted attractions—and are white. 

Tinson, Saren, and Roth omitted the demographics of race in their study, which I think would 

have given the study more depth. How would the answers and results vary among all white 
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groups, or those comprised of all people of color, or a mixed crowd? As mentioned earlier, when 

I visited the Sorrel-Weed House, all three times, white was the only race present in my tour 

group. On my last trip in 2022, I was finally able to personally talk to the tour guide about the 

Sorrel-Weed House, not just about the hauntings within. My tour guide, working at the Sorrel-

Weed House for about five years, confided that the normal tourist demographic for the Sorrel-

Weed House was predominantly white. Tiya Miles, while researching haunted attractions on the 

Southern coast, makes mention of how most of her tour guides were white and that their tourist 

demographics were predominantly white (Haunted 6). Though I searched to find racial 

demographics in Southern dark tourist attractions, I produced nothing. However, with the 

research already presented in this essay, it would not be a stretch to make the conclusion that the 

main demographics of dark tourist consumers, specific to America, would be white and middle-

class. 

Gordon, in Ghostly Matters, makes a case about how middle-class consciousness affects 

the power of hauntings. She describes the middle-class as this:  

The middle class always wants things taken care of, done right, and is always 

complaining about what it is about to lose, as if the whole world would end if the 

middle collapses…. It hates authority and loves authority at the same time, 

rattling its fits at the invisible fathers who parade in a martial manner and 

reproducing their sons and daughters again and again. (Gordon 133) 

This tension of being for and against authority is akin to the tension the young Americans felt 

while visiting dark tourist sites, grappling and co-creating their national identities. The study 

done by Tinson, Saren, and Roth speaks to how conflicting emotions are felt at dark tourist sites: 

fascination while disgusted; the need to learn about our past while also being repulsed and turned 
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away from it. It is this middle-class consciousness, this tension of grappling with our macabre 

past while simultaneously ignoring the importance of it, that keeps hauntings in place. Not 

coming face-to-face with the dark tourist experience just buries America’s oppressed stories 

deeper and further away from justice and resolution. 

Gordon, quoting Luisa Valenzuela, writes: 

[H]aunting can galvanize the middle class, can wrench it from its particular kind 

of stupor, can shift its investments away from the private world of family and 

work, can move it away from ‘explaining away’ the forces that run through its 

veins toward feeling your way deeper and deeper…until you do feel what is at 

stake…. Understanding the necessity of the encounter means understanding that 

you have to make contact with what is harming you, have to encounter the very 

heart of it. (134)  

Hauntings can galvanize the middle class, pushing them away from explanation into the area of 

feeling, making them reckon with their past, looking at the haunted truths face on. Of course 

Americans are going to be terrified of rectifying our past: it charters into the land of unknown—

the absences of our collective historic past that we were never told, that were purposefully 

hidden from us. Molly’s story allows the Sorrel-Weed House to give an explanation to the 

paranormal happenings that ensued on the premise and to make a profit. Molly’s lived story, like 

so many other Black enslaved women, will never be known due to the absences made by 

oppression and discrimination left by our white ancestors. This white and middle-class desire to 

create a “good guy” American national identity is hindering the chance for other narratives to be 

told and listened to at dark tourist locations. The U.S. cannot always be the “good guy”; there 

needs to be an acceptance and ownership to our white ancestors’ previous choices and mistakes. 
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Because that past isn’t going to leave us alone until we recognize it, as Gordon’s entire 

book proclaims. In a sense, I agree with Tinson, Saren, and Roth’s argument: It is America’s 

identity to hide, keep things hidden, and the continued practice to be blind, ignore the obvious 

signs, and forget. It is a performative activism to go to dark tourist sites to be challenged, but to 

not be changed nor transformed. To go to those sites to “prove” your nationalism, to say, “I went 

to the haunted sites of my culture, I looked at them face on, I understand,” is not understanding. 

Everything is still a co-constructed narrative with input from context, what we already know, 

what we don’t know in what we don’t know, outside narratives and forces, and power structures. 

What ethics are there in dark tourism if the same systems that were used in the Antebellum South 

are still being used today for American profitability? Can America participate in dark tourism, 

especially in the South, without exploiting the bodies and narratives of Black women? If dark 

tourism is our way of reckoning with ghosts and our hauntings of absence, will we ever move 

onward? Will we ever move past our past? Because there are no reparations in dark tourism—it 

is a continued practice of burying our truths, burying those bits and pieces of narratives that were 

never told that keep trying to resurface and will continue to resurface until we give them justice, 

correct justice, not a rewriting of a story that we never knew the truth about in the first place.  

 

Conclusion 

The Sorrel-Weed House and hundreds of other Antebellum Southern attractions still use 

misogynoir to exploit Black bodies for profit. The lack of respect and care in re-creating the 

narratives of enslaved peoples materially affects our present, especially in our identity as 

Americans. This absence of narrative, the haunting that pervades the United States, will continue 

to haunt us and this country until the truth of these stories finally shine through and are believed. 
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Maybe we, as a country, society, culture, have finally been so pestered, collectively, by these 

ghosts, that there is a sudden and real urge to find these hauntings, to see the unseen, and 

wrangle with the past to understand and create a better present. Maybe we have finally hit the 

time where we can recognize how the blindness is hindering us as a country; the ghosts are so 

near the present that they take up all of its space and we cannot, most literally, move on without 

rendering that past.  

There is hope for America’s Antebellum South and its dark tourism in our future. There 

are already other dark tourist locations outside of the United States that commemorate the same 

injustices and tragedies of enslavement that happened here. In France, there is a recognition 

about how these dark and tragic histories are presented, and are brought together with 

movements of the present, showing how the happenings of the past still affect us today. Charles 

Forsdick summarizes from his dark tourist French study, “We need to acknowledge the lack of 

clarity surrounding slavery as the object of [dark tourism] practice, with understandings of 

slavery ranging from abstract systems and processes to a more direct, lived experience” (262). 

Here, we see how dark tourism can be used to educate others about the past, how to learn to 

grow from it, and not simply be entertained by it. Another example of ethical dark tourism can 

be seen here in the United States. Some Southern Antebellum dark tourist locations operate 

through the Black point-of-view and experience, such as The Freedom Trail Black History Tour 

in Savannah, Georgia (see Miles, Haunted 130-131), and the Whitney Museum near Wallace, 

Louisiana. Both tours are told through the perspective of the enslaved, giving America’s 

counternarrative and absences the spotlight they have always deserved, but have always been 

forcefully denied to them. 
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 Or perhaps America will always be haunted because America cannot be America without 

the hauntings that it entails. Dark tourism is our identity, coming so close to our horrors of 

humanity, seeing it as face-value, but then leaving the place, seemingly challenged, but not 

changed, because the experience was one shown and told through rose-colored glasses and there 

was no need for a call-to-action on our part. It is entertainment. And maybe that’s all America is, 

entertainment. There is hardly progression, and if there is, it is met with backlash and another 

step backwards. We look to change and we make promises and build up this narrative that could 

do groups of people good, but then when it is time to make that change, everyone backs away, 

afraid to step outside of the space where the protection and privilege no longer stand. And maybe 

it is only one half of America that is afraid to make that step, because it is obvious that a lot of 

others are willing to come face-to-face with those hauntings and figure them out. To save the 

haunting that is America, we need to reconstruct the narratives being told, unearth the narratives 

that are not, and to simply feel the ghosts of our past. Simply, feel.  
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